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1.1 The probability of occurrence for letter E in English alphabet
is maximal, and equals 0.105. Find its information content?
1.2 An information source consists of A, B, C and D. Assume
each symbol occurs in dependently, and the occurrence
probabilities are respectively 1/4, 1/4, 3/16, and 5/16. Find the
information content for each symbol in information source.
1.3 An information source consists of A, B, C and D. The
symbols are represented by binary codeword 00, 01, 10,and 11. If
each binary symbol is transmitted by the pulse with width 5 ms,
then find the average information rates respectively under the
following conditions:
(1) The 4 symbols have equal probability of occurrence.
(2) The 4 symbols have the probabilities of occurrence as given in
Exercise 1.2
1.4 What is the symbol rate in the above exercise?
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1.5 Assume an information source consists of 64 different
symbols, the occurrence probability of 16 symbols among them is
1/32,and the occurrence probability of other 48 symbols is 1/96. If
there are only thousand independent symbols per second sent out,
find the average information rate of the information source.
1.6 Assume a signal source produces 4-ary signals with equal
probability, and the width of its symbol is 125 µs. Find its symbol
rate and information rate.
1.7 Assume the equivalent resistance of the input circuit of a
receiver is 600 Ω ,the bandwidth of input circuit is equal to 6 MHz,
and the environment temperature is 23◦C. Find the effective
thermal noise voltage produced by the circuit.
1.8 Assume a wireless link uses line-of-sight propagation for
communication, and the heights of the transmitting antenna and
receiving antenna are both 80 m. Find the maximum
communication distance.
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1.9 ®�,o?�êiDÑXÚ�D&ÇǑ2400 b/s, �Âà3���S�Â�216 ��Øè�§ÁO�TXÚ�ØèÇPe"
1.10 ,XÚ²�Ïÿ½§§�ØèÇǑPe = 10−5 §TXÚè��ÇǑ1200 Bd, ¯3õ��mS�UÂ�360 �Øè�"
1.11 eü�>{�{�ǑR1 = 1000Ω, R2 = 2000Ω, §��§Ý©OǑ270 K Ú290 K§Á©OO�ü�>{GéÚ¿é�üà�D(õÇÌ�Ý"
1.12 ®�k�>{&���°Ǒ3.4 kHz:

(1) Á�&�ÑÑ&D'Ǒ30 dB ��&�Nþ¶
(2) e�3T&�¥DÑ33.6 kb/s �êâ§Á��Âà�����&D'Ǒõ�"
1.13 ®�zÜ·�ã¡¹k6× 105 ���§z���äk16��Ý>²§�¤kù
�Ý>²�VÇÑy"e��z�¨DÑ24 Ì·�ã¡§ÁO�¤��&�����°(�ÑÑ&D'Ǒ30 dB)"
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